
Speech and Language Cluster Meeting Minutes 

January 10, 2012 / Melbourne Campus 

 

Attendees:  Belynda Cain, Roland (Artie) Chambers, George Cornelius, Monica Hixson, Susan Houts, 

Aaron Houts, Mercedes Hussey-Pailos, Holly Kahler, Deana Marone, Maria Parnell; Rhonda Rye; Helen 

Stewart-Dunham 

Absent:  Terri Moore 

Note Taker:  Monica Hixson 

 

Agenda Topics 

 

I.  General Education Requirement Change 

 Holly and Monica gave a brief update on the AAC sub-committee meeting (December 20th) of 

BCC faculty from various disciplines and the suggestions and recommendations discussed by the 

Communications group which consisted of CJ Baker, David Bradford, Maureen Groome, Holly 

Kahler, and Monica Hixson. 

 The group discussed their concerns along with the pros and cons of various options along with 

the value of Speech in general 

 Linda Miedema stopped by during our discussions and answered a few questions.  She clarified 

the action we needed to take which is that we need to voice our concern and send it to her and 

the new state representative at the DOE.  (She will send that person’s name upon our e-mail 

reminder to her.)  She also reminded us that nothing is yet set in stone and our input and voice 

do matter! 

 

 

Action Items: 

1.  By Monday – everyone will work on a writing a statement voicing our argument/justification 

to keep Speech a mandatory state requirement.  These will be sent to Roland who will combine 

and craft a paragraph that encompasses everyone’s thoughts.   (The deadline is January 31st, but 

we want to get this done ASAP.)   

 

2.  Once we get the name of the state DOE representative, Roland will send our completed 

statement to that person. 

 



3.  Monica will contact David Bradford and remind him to send the synopsis of the 

Communications AAC sub-committee for BCC’s communications graduation requirements to 

everyone in the Communications Cluster for their input.  We plan to attach the finalized 

justification statement (#1) to the  Communications AAC  subcommittee statement to further 

strengthen our case. 

 

II. Mandatory Removal of Classes 

 

 We reviewed the list of proposed mandatory removal of courses.  Input was offered from the 

Spanish teachers.  Pros and cons of keeping the conversational classes were discussed.   

 Concerns were voiced over French and German.  Rhonda offered input on German classes on 

the Titusville campus. 

 

Conclusion 

We agreed to make an argument to keep all Foreign language classes on the list.  The 

justification is that we don’t know how things will evolve over the next few years and we want 

to keep options open.  It will also help ensure our multi-lingual/global positioning as a college. 

 

Action Item 

 

Roland will send justification to Cher Wooley. 

 

III.  Proposed New/Rebuilt Speech Courses 

 

Speech 2052 (Voice and Speech Improvement) 

This course was on the list of mandatory removal of classes.  Monica developed it around 2003 

and gave a brief overview of its intent.  It was offered several times, but never had more than 15 

students (which was the required number at that time to make.) We discussed its value and 

potential.   

 

Persuasion/Argumentation and Debate 

Susan gave an overview of her interest in developing and teaching this course.  It would ally well 

with the efforts to get the Forensics and Debate team reactivated. 

 

Everyone offered their input and discussed the challenges of developing and teaching such a 

course. 

 

Rhonda relayed her experiences along with the various trials, tribulations, and joys she 

encountered during the year she headed up the team. 

 

 

 



Conclusions 

 Everyone agreed that Spc 2052 had value and shouldn’t be removed. 

 We agreed to offer it on a trial basis on two campuses next fall.  Roland would teach it on 

Melbourne, and Monica would teach it on Cocoa. 

 We all agreed that a course in Persuasion would definitely be of value and enrich our 

communications offerings and also be an excellent adjunct to the proposed Forensics and 

Debate efforts but that now might not be the best time to develop it. It was decided to begin 

work on developing this course in 2014. 

 

IV.  Faculty Credentialing 

Roland said that all Communications faculty, other than those that teach the ASL courses meet 

the proper faculty credentialing requirement (Masters plus 18 hours.  Roland asked whether the 

ASL requirements should be kept as they are (less than a Masters; sometimes a certificate in lieu 

of the degree.) 

 

We had a brief discussion with Maria and Rhonda offering input from their experiences. 

 

Conclusion 

We will keep the ASL requirements as they are. 

 

V.  Course Objectives and Plan Summaries 

 

 French - Aaron is working on the competencies for French which he is hoping to complete by 

summer. 

 Spanish II - George is working on it and should be completed within a couple of weeks. 

 

Action Item 

Honors Speech – Rhonda will look at and update competencies. 

 

VI.  Spring Assessment of Recorded Speeches 

 We discussed/reviewed the logistics of our planned assessment of recorded speeches to meet 

the SACS requirement.   

 Roland said that the plan for the future will be to record 5 speeches per teacher each fall, 

upload to a streaming server and then be paired with one other person to do the random 

assessment each spring using the rubric we designed.  

 For our first assessment we have some flexibility, so we can use speeches we already have, or 

ones that we record this semester. 

 We briefly discussed some of the logistics and issues concerning the recording equipment 

options available. 

 We plan to meet on May 10th to do the assessment. 

 



 

Miscellaneous Items 

1.  Speech Marketing Efforts – Susan brought up the issue that with the changes in 

requirements, we will have to start promoting speech courses more that in the past.  Various 

ideas and suggestions were discussed.   

Action Items 

 Roland asked Susan to come up with some marketing strategies. 

 Susan will create a survey to go to BCC faculty from various disciplines asking questions about 

the role that speech communications plays in their classes.  (Our hope here is to strengthen our 

case as a mandatory requirement.) 

 Rhonda will contact her community connections to get a few testimonials on the important role 

played by speech communications in business and careers. 

 

2.  PRPSA – Holly asked if we are still doing this.  It was noted that we are no longer doing this as 

an “official” assessment as the recorded speech assessment is being done instead. 

 

3.  Dual-Enrollment – Holly voiced concern about the challenges of dual enrolled students in our 

classes.  Several people offered their input and we discussed the pros and cons of our situation 

and the challenges presented by students of all ages.   

 

4.  One-credit speech class – Rhonda proposed the idea of offering a one-credit speech class 

that would serve as a “warm up” to Speech 2608 and give dual-enrollment students an 

introduction to the course and also to college.  She presented various ideas and time-frames.  

The pros and cons of such a course were discussed.  No conclusions or decisions were reached. 

 

5.  Speech outline protocol.  We discussed the role and attributes of speech outlines.  Several 

presented their input on the importance of the outline which led to further discussions about 

Speech 2608’s  state of intent:  Should we align ourselves more with Comm. and the Gordon 

Rule classes (as was our original intent) or should we serve the prep. student and help guide and 

prepare them for more challenging courses yet to come in their college career.  No conclusions 

or decisions were reached. 

 

 

Meeting concluded around 12. 

 

 

 

 

 


